The present study proposes to apply magnitude-squared coherence (MSC) to the somatosensory evoked potential for identifying the maximum driving response band. EEG signals, leads [Fpz'-Cz'] and [C3'-C4'], were collected from two groups of normal volunteers, stimulated at the rate of 4.91 (G1: 26 volunteers) and 5.13 Hz (G2: 18 volunteers). About 1400 stimuli were applied to the right tibial nerve at the motor threshold level. After applying the anti-aliasing filter, the signals were digitized and then further low-pass filtered (200 Hz, 6th order Butterworth and zero-phase). Based on the rejection of the null hypothesis of response absence (MSC( f ) > 0.0060 with 500 epochs and the level of significance set at α = 0.05), the beta and gamma bands, 15-66 Hz, were identified as the maximum driving response band. Taking both leads together ("logical-OR detector", with a falsealarm rate of α = 0.05, and hence α = 0.0253 for each derivation), the detection exceeded 70% for all multiples of the stimulation frequency within this range. Similar performance was achieved for MSC of both leads but at 15, 25, 35, and 40 Hz. Moreover, the response was detected in [C3'-C4'] at 35.9 Hz and in [Fpz'-Cz'] at 46.2 Hz for all members of G2. Using the "logical-OR detector" procedure, the response was detected at the 7th multiple of the stimulation frequency for the series as a whole (considering both groups). Based on these findings, the MSC technique may be used for monitoring purposes.
Introduction
The somatosensory evoked potential (SEP) has been used for different purposes, such as providing a prognostic value in the evaluation of intracranial hypertension (1) and of neuromotor development in preterm newborns (2) . The SEP has also been considered to be sensitive to neurological insults caused by mechanical stress, hypotension and ischemia (3) . During the monitoring of spine and vascular surgery, such as lumbar pedicle screw placement for in situ posterior spinal fusion (4) and thoracic and thoracoabdominal aortic resection (5) , SEP has been used to prevent neurological sequelae. Even when postoperative sequelae cannot be avoided during surgery, intra-operative neurophysiologic monitoring is suggested since changes in SEP could alert the physician and his staff and avoid damage exacerbation (3) . Furthermore, many studies have pointed out that postoperative monitoring is useful in order to detect late neurological impairment (6) .
Although it has been widely applied during surgery, visual SEP analysis is subjective and depends on factors such as observer skills, baseline EEG quality, anesthesia regimen, and inter-observer and inter-patient variability (7) . In order to overcome this limitation, quantitative analysis of EEG signals during stimulation has been suggested. Particularly, objective response detection techniques, that can statistically infer the presence of responses to a stimulus, have presented promising results. Such techniques present a maximum false-alarm rate established a priori and can even result in a better performance than morphological analysis carried out by human observers (8) .
The magnitude-squared coherence (MSC) is a frequency domain objective response detection technique introduced by Dobie and Wilson (9) to analyze evoked potentials. These investigators reported that this technique yields important results regarding the detection of the cortical response. MSC has been applied to the brainstem auditory evoked potential for the detection of hearing impairment in children/newborns (10) and to the analysis of the middle-latency auditory evoked potential for anesthetic plan monitoring (11) . Additionally, this technique was also applied to the detection of the driving response elicited by somatosensory stimulation (12) , and during intermittent photic stimulation in the study of EEG coherence and inter-hemisphere symmetry between homologous regions (13) .
Although the results obtained by applying MSC to the EEG during stimulation are promising, the selection of the more suitable frequency range for monitoring is still an unsolved problem. Hence, the knowledge of which frequencies (oscillations) better characterize the EEG activity during sensory stimulation is a requirement for clinical application, mainly for monitoring purposes. Oscillations within the gamma band (30-100 Hz) have been observed in many different neurophysiological states and experimental protocols using auditory (14) , visual (15) or somatosensory stimulation (16) . Nevertheless, a narrow frequency band has not been determined for human beings during somatosensory stimulation.
The objective of the present study was to investigate the maximum driving response frequency band for the SEP resulting from the stimulation of the tibial nerve of humans. In order to determine a narrow band, a stimulation rate of about 5 Hz is used and the EEG is processed by applying the MSC as a statistical technique. This permits testing the null hypothesis of the absence of the response up to 200 Hz, which includes the gamma band.
Material and Methods

Magnitude-squared coherence
As described by Misulis (17) , the evoked potentials are nervous system responses to motor or sensory stimulation, usually characterized by their morphology (peak and valley latency, amplitude and polarity). Since the amplitude of the evoked potential is at least ten times lower (it can be 1000 times lower in brainstem auditory evoked potential, for example) than the background EEG, the coherent average is usually calculated to demonstrate the waveform. The coherent average is the averaging of windowed EEG in stimulus-synchronized epochs. This procedure is justified by the assumption that the background EEG is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean and the evoked responses are identically stimulus-synchronized from stimulus to stimulus (18) . Hence, the averaging result is the signal-to-noise ratio increase.
By considering the i -th EEG epoch during stimulation (y i [n] ) and the linear model presented in Figure 1 Figure 2A . When the EEG power approaches zero, the complex number modulus (black arrow) approaches unity. On the other hand, if no stimulus response is elicited, there is no synchronism between the Y i ( f ), i.e., the phase is randomly distributed, which leads to a modulus ( numerator) that tends to zero, as illustrated in Figure 2B . Thus, can vary from zero to unity. : the dots represent the epochs Fourier transform Y i (f ) and the arrow, the sum of Y i (f ) in the ArgandGauss plan when phase synchronism occurs (A) and when the phase is randomly distributed (B). The magnitude-squared coherence value remains inside the unit circle as it varies between 0 and 1.
It can be seen that, for M independent epochs of a Gaussian signal with zero mean y[n] (background EEG), the statistical distribution of is related to the F-distribution with 2 and 2M-2 degrees of freedom. Hence, for the null hypothesis (H 0 ) of the absence of the driving response and based on the critical values of the F-distribution for a given α level of significance, the estimate critical value can be calculated as (12): Eq. 4 which can be used as the detection threshold.
The response synchronized at the frequency stimulation and harmonics results in detection when . Since the level of significance is the probability of detection even when no driving response is elicited, a maximum false-positive rate of α is expected at all frequencies in the no-stimulation condition. It is worth noting that the statistical test is not valid for DC ( f = 0) or Nyquist frequency ( f = fs/2, where fs is the sampling frequency), cases for which the discrete Fourier transform components are purely real and, hence, is not related to the F-distribution shown in Equation 4 .
Subjects
EEG signals from two somatosensory cortex regions were collected from two groups of normal volunteers with no symptoms of neurological pathology and with normal SEP: G1, 18 men and 8 women aged 23 to 45 years (mean ± standard deviation (SD): 28.3 ± 5.6 years) and G2, 16 men and 2 women aged 18 to 31 years (mean ± SD: 25.6 ± 3.3 years). The signals were collected from volunteers relaxed in the supine position with their eyes shut. The local Ethics Committee (CEP-HUCFF/UFRJ) approved this research and all volunteers gave written informed consent to participate.
Somatosensory stimulation and EEG acquisition
For group G1 the stimulation was applied using the MEB 9102 (Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan) with two surface gold electrodes located about 2 cm apart, positioned over the right posterior tibial nerve at the ankle, with a ground electrode on the popliteal fossa. Rectangular current pulses of 200-µs duration and a nominal frequency of 5 Hz (4.91 Hz to avoid responses at 60 Hz and harmonics) were employed at the motor threshold (the lowest intensity that produces involuntary contraction of interior foot muscles). The recording electrodes were positioned at Fpz' (midpoint between Fpz and Fz according to the International System 10-20) with reference at Cz' (2 cm posterior to Cz), C3' (2 cm posterior to C3, i.e., contralateral to the stimulation) with reference at C4' (2 cm posterior to C4, i.e., ipsilateral), as usually done for SEP. Surface gold electrodes were used and impedance values of less than 5000 Ω were maintained. The EEG derivations were amplified and band-filtered at 10 to 1000 Hz with the bio-amplifier OptiAmp V. 8000D (Intelligent Hearing System, Miami, FL, USA). The EEG derivations and the trigger signal (showing the instants of each stimulus) were then digitized with 12-bits resolution (DAQPad-1200, National Instruments, New York, NY, USA) at a sampling rate of 3000 Hz and recorded in a personal computer using a dedicated software developed by the Images and Signals Processing Laboratory (LAPIS), in LabVIEW 6i platform (National Instruments). Similar procedures were used to collect the EEG signals from G2 volunteers, but using the Sapphire II 4ME (Medelec, Oxford, UK) for stimulation at the rate of 5.13 Hz, bandfiltering from 10 to 2000 Hz and digitizing at 5000 Hz.
The stimulation protocol consisted of the determination of the lowest current intensity that produces involuntary contraction of foot mating the MSC. This window can be defined as:
where k = 1 to N, N is the number of samples in the window length and , where t trans is the rising time and t window is the Tukey window total time. This procedure is in accordance with the results of Tierra-Criollo and Infantosi (16) , who reported that the more important stimulus artifact effect occurs up to 5 ms.
After windowing, the EEG signals were digitally filtered with a low-pass (200 Hz) 6th order Butterworth filter (zero-phase). Moreover, in order to avoid the high variance epochs (low signal-to-noise ratio), which can be considered noisy, an automatic artifact rejection algorithm was also applied (20) . This algorithm is based on the SD of 20 s of noise-free background EEG selected as reference for signal level. The epoch is rejected if more than 5% of continuous samples or more than 10% of any samples exceed ± 3 SD (threshold containing approximately 99.5% of samples assuming EEG amplitude to be normally distributed). interior muscle (motor threshold), followed by the application of 1000 to 1400 stimuli. The stimulation period was preceded by about 3.5 min (duration equivalent to about 1000 stimuli at 5 Hz) of background EEG recording. The environmental temperature was kept in the 23.9 ± 1.3ºC range.
Somatosensory evoked potential
Pre-processing
It is well known that the most important SEP components occur within the first 100 ms and that there is a stimulus artifact (synchronized with the stimulation) in the first milliseconds. Since this artifact is wideband, it produces distortion in the frequency domain and hence in the MSC results. In order to overcome this problem the first 3-ms post-stimulus was set to zero. Considering the zero padding approach, the epoch time duration was W 1 = 203 ms (spectral resolution = 1/W 1 = 4.93 Hz) for G1 and W 2 = 195 ms (spectral resolution = 1/W 2 = 5.13 Hz) for G2. Furthermore, a Tukey window ( Figure 3 ) with a 7-ms rising (falling) time was applied to each epoch before esti- Eq. 5 (range: 30 to 100 Hz), the and were almost removed (thick line in Figure 4C ), indicating that these SEP characteristics are mainly within the gamma band. If the low cutoff frequency of the stop-band filter was changed to 13 Hz, hence including the beta band, the SEP long latency peaks were also de-emphasized (thin line in Figure 4C ). On the other hand, for another subject (volunteer #6 from G2, stimulated with 8 mA), it was not possible to identify the characteristic SEP morphology for any of the derivations, as illustrated in Figure 4B . In this example, the resulting morphology seems to reflect only noise, particularly the 3rd harmonic of the electrical power (180 Hz). Tables 1 and 2 (20) .
Results
Applying the MSC to the EEG during stimulation allows the rejection of the null hypothesis of the absence of the response at any frequency if . Figure 5 illustrates the procedure for the detection of the MSC driving response ( = 0.0060, with M = 500 and α = 0.05) applied to distinct volunteers stimulated at different frequencies. For subject #6 (G1) stimulated at 4.93 Hz with 15 mA (Figure 5A ), it can be P and N indicate the valley and peak somatosensory evoked potential latencies corresponding to and components. The subscript of the variable (units) is the number of patients for whom P or N was identified in one specific derivation. Figure 5C , for volunteer #19 (G1) stimulated at 4.93 Hz with 15.6 mA. Figure 6 shows the percentage of volunteers for whom detection of the driving response (M = 500 and α = 0.05) can be assumed in each derivation and at multiples of the stimulation frequency within the range from 14 to 77 Hz. The percentage of detection when both derivations are considered together ("logical-OR detector" -LORD, with false-alarm rate of α = 0.05, and hence α = 0.0253 for each derivation) is also depicted in this Figure. For the volunteers stimulated with 5.13 Hz (Figure 6B ), detection higher than 70% for both derivations was still predominantly within the low gamma band. Using the LORD approach, all frequencies (14-52 Hz) could be detected for at least 88% of these volunteers. Furthermore, the response was detected for all volunteers at 30.8, 35.9, and 46.2 Hz.
In the subject series as a whole (G1 and G2), the response was detected in at least 70% of the volunteers (Figure 7 ) from the 3rd to 11th multiples of the stimulation frequency for the [Fpz'-Cz'] derivation and using the LORD procedure. More important is the fact that the responses of almost all volunteers were detected at the 7th and 9th multiples of the stimulation frequency, i.e., around 35 and 45 Hz, respectively.
Discussion
The SEP maximum driving response band was identified within the gamma band, particularly in the range from 30 to 60 Hz. The 7th to 9th multiples (35-45 Hz) of the stimu- lation frequency -and also some frequencies within the beta band (3rd and 4th, equivalent to 15 and 20 Hz), showed the highest detection rate, being observed in nearly 100% of the volunteers. By using both somatosensory leads in the LORD approach, the percent detection was always higher than or equal to that obtained by using the MSC of only one derivation, except at 49.3 Hz for G1 and 77.0 Hz for G2.
The gamma band seems to be the most relevant frequency range of the short latency components ( and ) of the tibial somatosensory response as one can conclude when the SEP is filtered in this range. Furthermore, the beta band (15-30 Hz) seems to be related to the SEP long latency characteristics. Since these frequency bands reflect the most relevant somatosensory characteristics, and , they could be used for intra-operative monitoring in spine (4) and vascular (5) surgeries.
Additionally, these frequency ranges, mainly the gamma band, should be taken into account for investigating the neurophysiologic basis of SEP, such as the and generators. Although, several studies (21-23) have been carried out with this aim, the localization of such generators remains inconclusive. Therefore, the objective detection technique proposed here could also be a useful tool for mapping the frequency distribution over the scalp and could then be applied to determine the cortical regions in which the stimulus-synchronized response is detected.
These findings, particularly the gamma band, are consistent with the results of tibial nerve stimulation reported by Tierra-Criollo and Infantosi (16) . Using the MSC with M = 800, the 30-to 58-Hz frequency range made the highest contribution to SEP morphology (data not shown). Additionally, cortical responses within the 30-to 100-Hz range have also been reported during auditory (14) and visual (15) stimulation. Moreover, according to Basar et al. (24) , since the 1980's many investigators have observed gamma band activity in different neurophysiological states and experimental stimulation protocols. These authors speculated that the gamma band and the other EEG oscillations, i.e., beta, alpha, theta, and delta, play an important role in sensory and cognitive information processing.
Different signal processing techniques, such as time-frequency analysis (14) and spectral analysis (15, 16) , have been applied to identify gamma oscillations. Spectral coherence was applied to the EEG during auditory stimulation (10) and also to the magnetoencephalogram during sleep states (25) and somatosensory stimulation (26) . In the present study, the driving responses were identified using the MSC with M = 500. By using M = 800, a good performance in detecting the somatosensory response was also achieved. With a lower number of epochs (M = 100), the performance was still suitable (results not shown). Furthermore, it can also be stated that an improvement in the detection rate could be achieved with higher M values since lower M implies higher estimate variability.
It should be emphasized that increasing the number of epochs leads to an increase in the time needed to identify the driving response. This also implies a reduction in the speed of SEP tracking and could lead to the use of non-stationary records in the estimation of MSC. The analysis of SEP morphology can involve averaging up to M = 2000 epochs (17) (equivalent to 400 s with stimulation of 5 Hz), while the MSC technique allows the detection of the driving response with only M = 500 epochs (equivalent to nearly 100 s), as obtained in the present study.
We conclude that MSC can be a suitable statistical technique for identifying the somatosensory stimulus response at the motor threshold intensity level for the tibial nerve. Using this technique, the frequency range from 15 to 66 Hz (beta and low gamma band) can be considered to be the maximum driving response band when this stimulation protocol is carried out. It is worth emphasizing that the response was detected in [C3'-C4'] at 35.9 Hz and in [Fpz'-Cz'] at 46.2 Hz for all volunteers of G2 when M = 500 epochs were considered. Moreover, using the LORD procedure, the response detection occurred at the 7th multiple of the stimulation frequency for the series as a whole (considering both groups). Finally, since the MSC allows the determination of the maximum driving response band and presents a false-alarm rate established a priori (α level of significance), this frequency domain technique could be used to establish a procedure for monitoring patient responsiveness.
